ERRATA SHEET FOR MSS SP-80-2008
(Bronze Gate, Globe, Angle, and Check Valves)

December 3, 2012

This “normative” 2012 errata correction applies only to MSS SP-80-2008 edition (current), involving Bronze Gate, Globe, Angle, and Check Valves.

NOTE THE FOLLOWING CORRECTIONS:

1. Page 1, Section 1.2.3 (Check Valves), Item a). Change to correctly read as “Type 1 – Horizontal and Angle Lift Check, Metal Disc to Metal Seat Figs. B9 & B10, Annex B.”.

2. Page 3, Table 1 (Pressure-Temperature Ratings), Headings/Sub-Headings: Pressure – psi/Class 300/THD. Change the footnote beside the heading “THD” to specify (e) instead of (c) and correctly read as “THD(e)”.

3. Page 5, Table 2 (List of Material Specifications), Headings/Sub-Headings: Part Name – “Cap”/Valve Style – “Check”/Valve Type – “1 – 4”/Class – “125 (PN20) & 150 (PN20)”. Change the entry “ASTM B 62-C83600 – No” to correctly read as “ASTM B 62-C83600 – Note(b)”. 

4. Page 6, Table 2 – continued (List of Material Specifications), Headings/Sub-Headings: Part Name – “Seat Rings”/All Valve Styles and Types Listed/All Four Cells Under “Class” Heading. Change the footnote beside all four instances of “300 Series Stn. Stl. Alloy” to specify (h) instead of (b) and correctly read as “300 Series Stn. Stl. Alloy – Note(h)”.

5. Page 7, Table 2 “NOTES” Box. Under footnote “(a)”, change the text “ASTM B 62-083600” to correctly read as “ASTM B 62-083600”.

This Errata Sheet has been inserted into the 2008 Standard Practice. For those who obtained the Standard Practice before this errata correction was inserted or otherwise do not have this information, please include this official Errata Sheet within your existing 2008 edition of the Standard Practice.

Previous editions of SP-80 correspond with these errata corrections. A pending 2013 edition of this Standard Practice will include this corrected information.